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In 2013, US$ 4.9 billion was traded internationally. The major import markets
are from Russia, Western Europe and North America. Note in Asia Thailand,
Indonesia, Viet Nam and the Philippines are significant import markets.
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The global market is growing
steadily (by value). Total import
values increased in 2014 and
quantities fell suggesting
increasing average prices.

Imports of Mandarins are highly seasonal with the high season between October in one
year and April in the following year.
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Mandarins are mostly exported between October and April the following year. Pakistan is able to
supply during the second half of this period between January and May.
Globally January sales are double February sales and likewise February sales are double March sales

Mandarins ‐ Global Imports and Imports sourced from Pakistan
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Imports from Pakistan

During the Pakistan supply season (January to May) Pakistan supplies 5.6 % of global trade
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Globally Over 600,000 tonnes are imported in January – the larger import markets during
the Pakistan supply season are Russia, Germany, France, UK, Netherlands and Indonesia. The
markets shrinks by nearly 50% in February and by May is less than 1/6th of the size of the
January market.

Pakistan Mandarins are mostly exported to Russia. 2011 saw the beginning of exports to
Indonesia and these increased substantially during the 2014 season. What is behind the
development of the Indonesian market? Exports to Russia also declined in 2013 after
growing strongly in 2012.
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In the large Russian market Pakistan
suppliers in the second half of the
peak season and supplies at prices
similar to Morocco but also supplies
at prices below Turkey the other
major supplier.

Pakistan is a small supplier to
the Philippines in a market
totally dominated by supply
from China. Exports from China
arrive in the Philippines at prices
from $US 0.60 to $US 0.80 per
KG whereas supply from
Pakistan is around $US 0.40 per
KG.
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Pakistan was a tiny supplier to
Indonesia in a market totally
dominated by supply from China.
However this changed in 2014 with
strong growth in imports from
Pakistan. Exports from China arrive in
Indonesia at prices around $US 1.30
per KG whereas supply from Pakistan
is between $US 0.80 and $US 1.10 per
KG. Prices increased in 2014.

Pakistan is a tiny supplier to
the UK ‐ a market supplied by a
wide range of countries –
Spain, Morocco, South Africa,
Argentina and so on. Exports
from Pakistan arrive in the UK
at prices around $US 0.40 per
KG whereas the major supply
countries arrive at three times
these prices.
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Import data for Viet Nam is only available
since January 2012. Viet Nam is a market
totally dominated by supply from China.
However there was a 8 tonne shipment
recorded from Pakistan in April 2013 at
the high price of $US 4.60 per KG. There
have been no further shipments.
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